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Substantiation of the raised problem's timely character
The energy systems evolution is defined by a set of complex interactions of a number of
determining factors – the development drivers. Among those drivers are demographic, socio‐
economic, socio‐political, geopolitical factors, as well as technological trends. If there is a need to
line out the future of such systems, it is necessary to evaluate the future dynamics of the said and
other drivers. Since the future contains natural uncertainty at the fundamental level, the global
community resorts uses the concept of a development scenario to assess the future. The scenario
is not a forecast of the future, but some idea of what this future might look like.
Over the past 10–15 years, the traditionally highly‐inertial energy industry has showed first
signs of being capable of noticeable changes in the range of 10 years (the most typical examples
are the development of hydrocarbon production from shale rocks, and the growing influence of
environmental and climate aspects). Therefore, at a new stage, the future of energy industry
increasingly resembles a set of opportunities that may or may not be realized, and this can
generate serious deviations in traditional trends, and even change them radically.
The situation described above led, first, to the fact that interest in lining out the future of the
energy industry has significantly increased in the global community, and the number of
organizations (both state and international agencies, and industry companies and research
centers) that produce scenarios for the development of global energy industry has increased
significantly. These organizations, besides the traditional players, include the International
Energy Agency (IEA), the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), OPEC, the World Energy
Council, DNV GL, the Asia‐Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Institute of Energy Economics (Japan), Institute for Energy Studies of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions, ExxonMobil, BP, Statoil, Lukoil,
General Electric Company, etc. This list goes on expanding.
Secondly, gradually the interested organizations began to evaluate not only the most likely
scenario of the expected realization of the future, but to provide several options, packing them
with various combinations of interacting development drivers. However, in publicly available
materials, as a rule, only one or two main scenarios are described in sufficient detail, while the
rest are outlined only fragmentary, in particular, with data on a set of assumptions forming a
particular scenario.
It seems that in a modern highly dynamic world, any form of knowledge about the future can
give a certain competitive advantage. This fact determines the rising interest to the construction
of scenarios, which are the simplest and the most accessible, while an informative enough way to
form a vision of this future. With that said, it would be useful to find effective forms to use public
availability of a large number of scenarios describing different options (as it seems to the surveys
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authors) of a possible future. After all, the independent modeling of such an aggregate the global
energy industry is, takes significant effort and time.
But when posing the problem of such effective use of available data for a sufficiently large
number of scenarios developed by various organizations, a number of questions arise about their
correlation. That is, how much the set of these scenarios is coordinated with regard to the
available assumptions, whether the given collection carries any new information about the future
that can not be obtained by studying the scenarios separately, and finally, to what extent the
information about a possible future that can be obtained from publicly available survey materials
is useful for companies and organizations engaged in practical activities in the contemporary
rapidly changing world.
All of the above determines the relevance of the problem considered in this report.

Key conclusions
 Today, the world is involved in a yet another energy revolution. The signal to its
beginning was the emergence of the possibility of economically efficient development of
new hydrocarbon resources and awareness of the global climate change seriousness.
These facts led to increased competition in hydrocarbon markets and the explosive
development of new technologies, which resulted, in particular, in the accelerated
development of renewable energy sources (RES).
 Moreover, people became aware of the fact that, thanks to the technological flexibility
achieved, the traditionally highly inertial energy sector appeared to be capable of
quite rapid (in a roughly 10 year's term) qualitative changes. The current situation
stimulated the growing interest of a wide range of organizations: international agencies,
think tanks, commercial companies, etc. – to create scenarios for energy development in
the context of the world as a whole, regions, industries, etc.
 Public availability of a large number of scenarios for global energy industry development
makes it possible to consider the concept of a global scenario field (GSF), which
purports comparing scenarios provided by various energy agents within a single system
of indicators in order to identify the main possible directions of the global energy
industry development.
 The comparison of the data available within the published data surveys revealed the
main contradiction of the current GSF. In accordance with the achieved qualitative level
of global economy development, the future appears to be variable, realizing
qualitatively different lines of development. At the same time, the modeling
principles used by most energy agents remain old, focused on inertial development
models.
 Let us emphasize that the said contradiction at this stage of the work is detected only
at the level of the world as a whole and is based only on the use of publicly available
information contained in the materials published by various energy agents. The system
of indicators of our analysis was formed based on the surveys of the IEA, which
provides quite full information on their scenarios as of today. It should be noted that the
information of other energy agents often differs by insufficient completeness (within the
chosen system of indicators) and is not of a digital nature.
 Let us also note that in 2017–2018, the published surveys sharply increased using
references to the energy agents' consideration of a whole set of scenarios (although
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not for all of these scenarios in the surveys a fairly complete set of data is accessible). For
example, in 2017, IEA announced three main and six additional scenarios; EIA considered
five scenarios; OPEC, in addition to the reference one, mentioned a number of side
scenarios, which are although claimed as an extended sensitivity analysis; Statoil
considered three scenarios. In 2018, ExxonMobil also introduced several side scenarios
as a sensitivity analysis; BP presented six scenarios.


The analysis showed that, despite the variability that has arisen, most organizations
that produce scenarios for the global energy industry development in their public
surveys in sufficient detail describe the assumptions and provide a relatively large
amount of data for only one scenario (including an analysis of its sensitivity, if any).
For alternative scenarios (in comparison with the scenario based on the underlying
assumptions), as a rule, the corresponding information in public surveys is much poorer,
which does not allow to compare such scenarios with the reference one in the analysis.
This entails the next contradiction of the current GSF.

 The analysis showed that the overwhelming majority of scenarios are based on the
inertial way of development. That is, on the way, based on the assumption that the
energy structure will change very slowly while maintaining current trends. At the same
time, for example, the introduction of regulatory measures or the increase in the share of
electric power and the efficiency of its production do not change the linear nature of
the relationship between the consumption of crude and final energy, which
illustrates the assumption of the conservatism characterizing the energy industry as a
whole. This is another contradiction with the fact of the fundamentally increased
dynamics of the energy sector.
 Apparently, really alternative scenarios in the surveys are the scenarios aimed at
achieving environmental landmarks. They imply a change in the structure of energy
industry. Such scenarios contain a very sharp change in indicators, in particular, the
CO2 emission, but at the same time, they provide no description of working economic
mechanisms for realization of such rapid changes. This fact also represents a
contradiction, which has adverse consequences for the inclusion of "environmental"
scenarios in the sphere of detailed analysis.
 Nevertheless, the construction of GSF made it possible to distinguish a certain
structure (characteristic subgroups) in the group of inertial scenarios. Hence such
scenarios can be divided into two subgroups: a) scenarios with a slowdown in the global
economic growth, and b) scenarios of extensive growth. These two subgroups of
scenarios have different patterns of growth in primary energy consumption, which
can be linked to different projections of future technological development with regard
to increasing energy efficiency.
 So, the analysis of the set of modern global energy industry scenarios (which are
available from available public materials) at the level of the world as a whole,
conducted using the GSF concept, showed that a generally reasoned GSF consists of a
set of inertial scenarios that the relevant energy organizations consider as the most
likely ones. This discovery underlies the assumption that the methodology of the
relevant surveys used up to the present time is likely to be insufficiently consistent
with the changing situation in the industry, the emergence of new drivers for the
global development and the development of global energy industry, in particular.
 From our point of view, it seems appropriate to raise the question of the need to gradually
transform the general methodology for constructing ideas about the future of global
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energy industry based on the GSF concept (and its possible revisions), which reflects
the uncertainty – an integral characteristic of the modern development concept.
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Introduction. Transformation of global energy markets and the emergence of
innovative business models
First, the start significant production of shale gas after 2009, and then – of shale oil together
with the institutionalization of serious concern of the global community about the level of
greenhouse gas emissions led to the beginning of the current phase of serious changes on the
global energy markets.
The shale mining boom, which itself was the result of major technological innovations,
resulted in a dramatic drop in prices and the consequent necessity for all energy market
participants to find ways to dramatically improve the efficiency of their business models. This
was also vital for those who caused such shifts – the producers of shale resources.
On the other hand, for almost twenty years, from the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 to the Paris
Agreements of late 2015 – early 2016, research and public hearings on climate change on the
planet caused by human activities, the developed countries have defined a vector for the need to
transform the energy system in the direction of increasing the share in the production and
consumption of energy resources from renewable energy sources (RES). Paradoxically, this
vector was intensively being formed in the situation of high prices for traditional energy sources
and the growing dependence of many developed countries on their imports. In the condition of a
sharp drop in oil prices, it was already possible to "reap" certain fruit of these efforts, which led
to a certain reduction in RES‐related costs. Note that this is a long‐term trend, which means
sufficiently gradual changes. At the same time, hydrocarbon sources retain the leading, and
subsequently significant, role in the fuel and energy balance. Whilst, one can not deny the risks
that the situation forms under which transformation can occur over a relatively short time span
(from the viewpoint of the energy sector development).
Nevertheless, we can say that the world has already become involved in another energy
revolution, the peculiarity of which is the fact that the incentives were both of an economic and
(to a greater extent) non‐economic nature. From the economic perspective, the hydrocarbon
energy markets took on a somewhat saturated and complete character, but the accumulated
investment resources required a massive funding and a high level of return, which can be
provided only by the creation of new goods, new demand and, consequently, new markets.
On the other hand, the planet is actually experiencing climate change, which has significantly
influenced the economic life of different regions of the Earth. It was realized that the risk
associated with climate change is very large, and it is necessary to take certain actions regardless
of the required costs level, if there is at least a 20% possibility that these changes were caused by
human activities. It means that if nothing is done, and the human impact on the climate is
significant, the emerging risks are so massive that the life on Earth can disappear.
Another significant factor that arose as a result of the enormous breakthrough in the
scientific and technological areas in the 20th century (including advances in medicine and
agriculture) is the historically unprecedented population growth, especially in developing
countries. The world economy globalization, proposed by developed countries to expand markets
and use the opportunities of a growing population for both cheap production of the goods and
services they needed, and for the inclusion of new resources and demands into the global
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economic turnover, has led to some success in realizing these plans and, at the same time, to
unexpected consequences.
The demands for energy were growing rapidly. The dependence on a relatively small number
of large suppliers of these resources was increasing. Developed countries began to increasingly
fear this dependence in terms of threats to energy security, as they understood it. Developing
countries, as well as countries that were still on the periphery of social development, in turn saw
their chance to build their own modern communities and compete with the more developed
states. The most successful of them began to gradually strive to improve the living standards of
the population, which led to a significant increase in their power consumption.
The circumstances described have triggered several important processes. First, the flow of
state support and investment in developed countries was significantly redirected to the
development of RES, which required the development of new technologies and created new
markets and jobs, and were assigned to make a major contribution to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and increasing energy self‐sufficiency, both at the national and regional levels.
Secondly, the discovery of an effective method of extracting shale gas, and then oil, which
actually provided the US with energy independence, had a long‐lasting revolutionary effect on
hydrocarbon markets. The success of the "shale revolution" stimulated interest in the
development of non‐traditional hydrocarbon resources. Moreover, people started to understand
that hydrocarbon resources are distributed on the Earth not as unevenly as it was thought
previously.
The development of RES, primarily solar and wind generation, created a new demand for
green energy, raised the issue of developing electric and other types of environmentally friendly
vehicles. Further, an interest arose in the introduction of the next generation of innovations in
transport – unmanned electric vehicles, air taxis and cars, underground transport, including such
semi‐fantastic development as Hyperloop, etc. In fact, just the existence of such a variety of
developments, principally not using hydrocarbon fuels, are a pressure for the hydrocarbon
market.
The modern business process of promoting technologies from idea formulation to industrial
implementation is sufficiently developed to be widely applied within some ten years upon robust
development appears.
On the other hand, successful mass development of unconventional hydrocarbon resources
– shale and generally hard to recover – has attracted global attention to the resources of this type.
It was found, as we already mentioned above, that hydrocarbons, including their unconventional
forms, are distributed around the globe more homogeneously, people only need to learn how to
extract them. As a result, in addition to shale oil resources, in the modern world people develop
oil sands, deep‐water deposits, sub‐salt oil, Arctic shelf deposits, in a pilot mode – gas hydrate
fields, etc. Sure, all these sources differ in the costs necessary for their development, but the main
thing is that the number of such sources is large. That is, we now live in a world where virtually
any demand can be provided for, and a common mechanism for price stabilization has emerged.
If hydrocarbon prices rise sharply, more and more exotic sources of hydrocarbons are included
in the development, they cover the demand, and prices fall. To date, it was illustrated in the most
vivid way by the development of quite large volumes of shale gas and oil in the United States. This
led to an almost twofold drop in oil prices at the end of 2014, as well as a drop in gas prices.
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In parallel, as the related technology was improved and became cheaper, the development
of the liquefied natural gas (LNG) market has accelerated, which has led to the erosion of the tight
boundaries of regional gas markets and the beginning of a process that can apparently be
characterized as the development of a single global gas market, in some extent similar to the
existing global oil market. The symptom of this process in Europe was the convergence of spot
prices on the hubs and prices of long‐term contracts linked with oil products (taking into account
the real ongoing discounts). The difference between LNG prices in Europe and Asia has also
decreased significantly.
In addition to the traditional, to some extent, oil market regulator – OPEC (and its the newly
emerged expansion OPEC+), a new force has emerged – the US shale industry. Unlike the above,
in the shale industry there is no structure making decisions on this or that regulation of
production volumes, but a combination of financial factors (including taxes, hedges, etc.) and
behavioral order, which together with the relative short‐term response of this industry on market
signals lead to its strong influence on the global market as a whole.
In the emerging conditions, despite the traditional inertia of the energy industry, it is
possible, although not predetermined, that we will see relatively rapid (in a roughly 10 year's
term) and radical (extraction of energy from new resource types, development of new energy
production technologies, etc.) changes in energy landscape and restructuring of energy markets.
That said, one more factor of development of new technologies must be taken into account. This
is their exponential nature, which means that a technological idea can mature and develop
imperceptibly for a long time, and then rapidly find an industrial application and in a short time
become an important factor for the development of this or that industry.
Therefore, the possible future has now become much more variable not only with regard to
certain parameters' deviations, but also qualitatively, including non‐economic factors. This
should be taken into account in development forecasts.
In the following sections, we will propose to interpret forecasts made by various
organizations and companies as elements of some global scenario field, which is a tree‐like and
reflects possible global energy industry development trends. Individual companies and
organizations actually look at this general picture only from a single point of view. Meanwhile, the
question is not which scenario is the most correct, but that the set of scenarios forms a general
picture of a possible future. In our opinion, such a general picture exists, and a vision of this
general picture is useful for decision‐makers. It is another matter that the set of available
scenarios in public access may reflect such a global scenario field not well enough, but this issue
is the very subject of this study.

The concept of a global scenario field
As it was said above, the modern world is characterized by the speed of the occurring
changes. Significant changes in the economic and political life, in the energy sector can now be
completed in ten years, or even faster. Given the relative long‐term nature of energy projects, the
speed of changes is approaching the maximum possible. This situation bore a need for a new,
more operational than before, orientation in such a rapidly changing world, which was reflected
in the rapid growth of the number of public materials containing surveys of the development of
global/regional energy industry and the projection of this development for the future. The said
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surveys are created by energy companies (such as Shell, ExxonMobil, BP, Statoil, Lukoil, etc.), state
and interstate planning organizations (for example, the International Energy Agency (IEA), the
US Energy Information Administration (EIA), OPEC, etc.) and specialized research institutes (such
as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Japanese Institute of Energy Economics,
McKinsey, the Energy Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, etc.).
It should be noted that although the interest in possible future development existing in all
types of organizations mentioned above is common, this future development is considered by
each of them from a specific point of view, which is the core sphere of interest for this
organization. For example, companies are considering a possible future mainly in terms of
developing their investment programs, while they are more focused on reflecting the advantages
of the type of energy resources their nowadays business is based on. State and interstate
organizations are more focused on issues of general planning for the development of regions,
including a variety of economic agents, on the implementation of certain target indicators.
Research institutes tend to present some holistic vision based on a set of assumptions and criteria.
A few years ago, a common feature of the surveys presented was the vision of the future
within the framework of a single reference scenario. It means that there is a certain fixed set of
assumptions, around which the calculation of indicators is constructed. Then this set of
assumptions can either be weakened or amplified and generate what in surveys is called a
different scenario, but in fact is just a variation of the reference scenario, a certain sensitivity
analysis. Sometimes attempts were made to develop, along with the reference one, one or two
alternative scenarios, often presented as an "optimistic" and "pessimistic" ones (this is typical, in
particular, for the Russian Energy Strategy). Moreover, even the very choice of what to consider
as "optimistic" or "pessimistic", in fact, reflected the developers' interest. For example, if they
were concerned about the development of the industry gross indicators, they considered the
scenario with an accelerated growth of these indicators "optimistic". At the same time, such an
option could be objectively characterized, for example, by the lowered rates of scientific and
technological progress and/or higher rates of energy efficiency growth, which from the
consumer's point of view would not look like an "optimistic" scenario at all.
In general, this approach demonstrated vivid subjectivity and, for sure, was not adjusted to
the situation of significant structural changes in the energy industry.
Now the situation is beginning to change. Previously, a serious alternative scenario was
offered only by the IEA. Nevertheless, it was built on the basis of a rapid and dramatic
restructuring of the global energy system, which looked slightly fantastic. Alternative scenarios
were also attempted by Shell. Its forecasts included two fundamentally different options of future
development based on a multidirectional gradual evolution. Shell's approach1 differed from the
concepts of other surveys by attempting a global vision in the perspective up to 2100 on the basis
of philosophical prerequisites. In particular, by the end of the said period, severe contraction of
the oil and gas markets with a predominance of renewable energy, especially solar energy, was to
happen.
Now, the multiplicity of scenarios is becoming more common, for example, in its survey in
2017, the IEA mentions five additional scenarios (although it does not specify any notable data on
1

New lens scenarios, Royal Dutch Shell, 2013.
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them), BP and Statoil publish some separate data on three scenarios, OPEC provides data on an
alternative scenario of accelerated energy efficiency growth. It seems that this trend will only
progress. For example, in the 2018 forecast BP is considering six scenarios already.
Still, in the vast majority of surveys, alternative scenarios are only generally outlined, and
the corresponding data are given in a very limited amount (if any at all) in comparison with the
main scenario. In this case, the results of alternative options' calculations are considered in terms
of deviation from the major one. Note that in the text of the surveys the key assumptions, even for
the reference scenario, are usually reflected in insufficient detail, to say nothing of the alternative
scenarios.
An interesting exception is Shell (which, however, does not publish updates of its scenarios
since 2013), using, as we already said above, a definite specialized philosophical concept for
describing the corresponding prerequisites for scenarios. This, on the one hand, creates the
ground for a holistic description of the system of prerequisites for each scenario, but, on the other
hand, entails a sufficiently high level of variability of concepts, which, for sure, makes it difficult
to analyze the company's scenarios in detail.
Therefore, we can identify the main contradiction, which is witnessed in modern surveys of
global energy industry development. Despite a stable concept of a "rapidly changing world"
emerged in the global community, recognized by practically all organizations that prepare
surveys on the global energy industry, the factual material of the surveys is given and presented
in the old paradigm, i.e. "the existence of the most probable path of development".
The next contradiction of a general nature is the fact that the future in surveys, even taking
into account the availability of alternative scenarios, does not have forks (bifurcation points), i.e.
in the future there are no possible points of uncertainty, which is an integral characteristic of the
modern view of development. Taking into account the above, the gradual transition from the
traditional analysis of a small number of individual scenarios, often selected according to rather
subjective criteria, to the analysis of scenario fields and their characteristic features, seems
imminent.
From the point of view of the ideal target picture, one can speak of building a global scenario
field (GSF) as a variety of development scenarios leading from any starting point to this or that
future situation ("scenarially achievable").
A fragment of a scenario field unfolding from a particular situation includes several visions
of future development that are fundamentally different (based on the realization of different sets
of assumptions). In addition, each such version of the vision of the future may contain several
forks (bifurcation points), where the current version of the situation develops. Schematically, this
picture is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a scenario field fragment

Source: FIEF model

Here we will make a few more remarks about the methodologies used in the development of
extrapolations and projections, which in fact constitute the development scenario. As can be
understood from publicly available materials, oil and gas companies use mostly the method of
expert assessments in developing the scenario vision for the medium and long term. So, a single
model environment seems not used in this case. The said provides the greatest efficiency and
flexibility, but it depends quite strongly on the subjectivity of experts, and is fragmentary to a
significant extent. Research, state and interstate organizations, along with the methodology of
expert assessments, apply complex models implemented in the form of modeling environments,
and at the program level – in the form of software complexes. Which means that integrated
systems of models of various components of the global or regional energy complex are used. This
approach has a high degree of integrity and, so to say, "controlled subjectivity", when subjective
decisions are reduced to several assumptions that fix key input parameters. Then the
corresponding software package operates quite autonomously. The main disadvantage of the
described approach is that such a complex is configured to achieve certain goals, and its
reconfiguration is a rather laborious task. As a consequence, after fixing the direction of the
solution to the tasks in hand, the results obtained will most likely show a certain one‐sidedness.
Therefore, as a definite step towards considering scenarios fields, it makes sense to put the
scenarios of different companies and organizations together on combined charts seeking to find
certain stable lines of development and get some picture similar to that shown in Fig. 1. In this
case, it will be useful to preliminarily observe the evolution of scenario solutions of several
forecasting organizations to determine the degree of stability of one or another scenario line. The
fact of stability will indirectly indicate the existence of a real set of assumptions that "fix" this
scenario (another thing is that it is often difficult to obtain even indirect information about this
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set). The following sections are devoted to the process of constructing a fragment of the global
scenario field on the basis of the scenarios for 2014–2018.

Evolution of forecasts of major energy agencies and companies in 2014–2018.
In this section, we will consider examples of the evolution of scenarios for the development
of global energy industry for some companies and organizations in 2014–2018. (Depending on
the availability of published surveys). We will also give a brief analysis of these scenarios in terms
of identifying possible ways of energy industry development. It should be noted that, as a rule,
different surveys give different indicators with varying detailing level. This lack of data is
perceived and, to some extent, determines the choice of a system of indicators, which in this case
is not complete. Nevertheless, based on observations made, it is already possible to talk about
certain conclusions that can always be adjusted when access to additional data becomes available.

Forecasts of the International Energy Agency (IEA)
The IEA forecasts provide the most detailed information on indicators and scenarios for the
development of global energy industry. Therefore, we will consider the system of indicators,
which can be built on the basis of IEA forecasts, to some extent the reference one and use it to
interpret the specifics of one or another path of energy development. In this study we analyze
global indicators as an object of research. However, based on the IEA data presented in the
surveys, it is possible to build similar ratios of indicators on the scale of individual energy sources,
regions of the world and some individual countries and state entities. We will assume that all the
indicators of this kind given in the various surveys under consideration reflect the same value,
although this does not the case in general and depends on the accepted accounting system. When
comparing the results of the calculated scenarios, we will slightly adjust the values if the
retrospective indicators significantly differ, since this discrepancy reflects the difference in the
rules for quantifying these indicators.
Also within the framework of this report we will not use the rule of showing the annual
evolution of this indicator. As an independent parameter, we will use the GDP index (relative to
2010, this year was chosen as the year when the consequences of the 2008 crisis were mitigated),
as well as the volumes of consumption of primary energy or some part of primary energy. This
form of presentation of forecasting results will allow us to see the links between the economy and
energy consumption, as well as display some characteristics related to the integral development
of technologies. In addition, it will be possible to see some inconsistencies in the presented
scenario data. The GDP growth index in the IEA scenarios is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Global GDP growth index forecast in IEA surveys of different years
YEARS
2010
2012
2013
2014
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

2014 forecast
1.00
1.07
1.11
1.15
1.19
1.43
1.70
2.03
2.36
2.73

GDP/GDP 2010
2015 forecast
2016 forecast
1.00
1.00
1.07
1.08
1.11
1.12
1.15
1.16
1.19
1.20
1.43
1.42
1.72
1.70
2.07
2.04
2.41
2.38
2.81
2.77

2017 forecast
1.00
1.07
1.11
1.15
1.19
1.43
1.72
2.02
2.37
2.79

Source: FIEF calculation based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

First, let us look at the demand for crude energy depending on the GDP index. The Fig. 2
below shows a set of forecasts from various IEA surveys, to orientate in time periods depicted, we
also provided the years to which the points above them relate.
Figure 2. IEA forecasts of global demand for primary energy as of 2014–2017

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

The Figure 2 and the further figures in this section show the trends according to the forecast
of 2016. The relative stability of the scenario assumptions is seen after 2014 (the correction of
the 2014 scenarios was probably due to a sharp fall in oil prices), and the trend of lowering
primary energy demand level forecasts due to the assumption that there exists a general trend of
increasing energy efficiency is also clearly visible. The trajectories of the CPS and NPS are close to
straight lines, but still with a noticeable logarithmic trend, which reflects the assumption of a
gradual slowdown in primary energy growth rates compared to GDP growth rates. Nevertheless,
a behavior that is close to linear allows one to assume that, in fact, CPS and NPS reflect the same
structure of the global economy, the different slope of the lines expresses the uncertainty of
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knowledge about what regulatory measures will act and what will not. This provision will be
confirmed below using other indicators as well.
Unlike CPS and NPS, the scenario named 450, which in the 2017 survey has come to be called
SD (Sustainable Development), shows quite different development trends. The most typical trend
is the practical stabilization of the energy consumption level, which is intensified with each
subsequent survey. Such stabilization is most aggressively expressed in WEO 2017 with a drop in
consumption by 2030 and with a subsequent minor recovery. A similar, less pronounced feature
can be found in all the forecasts in the framework of the 450‐SD scenario. In this scenario, by
2030, the demand for primary energy is stabilizing, but then begins to grow. Stabilization of
demand for primary energy is a trend that contradicts the existence of connection between the
overall economic development and the energy consumption volumes. If the ratio specified in the
450‐SD scenarios does exist in reality, then it should correspond to the energy industry with a
structure radically different from the existing one. Further, the text of the surveys does not make
it even a little clear what this structure is, and based on what economic mechanisms it is created.
Looking ahead, we note that the electric power production efficiency diagram shows a slowdown
after 2030, suggesting that in these scenarios, after 2030, energy consumption is intensified in
countries entering the industrialization stage (for example, African states), which inevitably
provokes growth in the use of certain obsolete technologies. This circumstance raises additional
questions regarding the structure of global energy industry in the 450‐SD scenarios.
Fig. 3 and 4 illustrate the projection of the primary energy consumption growth rates
depending on the GDP index and final energy consumption depending on the demand for primary
energy in different IEA scenarios.
Figure 3. IEA forecasts of growth rates of global demand
for primary energy as of 2014–2017

Figure 4. IEA forecasts of global final energy
consumption as of 2014–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

Here, we can especially clearly see the radicalization of the 450 scenario when it goes into
the SD scenario and even the presence of negative growth rates of the demand for primary energy.
Again, the ratio of primary and final energy for the CPS and NPS remains constant and these
indicators are even close to each other. This shows that the structure of transforming capacities
is similar and the technological characteristics are resembling. But for the 450‐SD scenario, the
picture is completely different, where this dependence characterizes the change in the
technological structure. In addition, in the SD scenario, there is a sharp increase in energy
efficiency at the beginning of the forecast period, and then – its significant slowdown, which raises
the same questions about the energy industry behavior after 2030.
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It is interesting to analyze the picture of the forecasts related to electric power production
efficiency (Fig. 5).
Figure 5. IEA forecasts of global electric power production efficiency as of 2014–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

First, all scenarios demonstrate a very strong trend of electric power production efficiency
growth. This fact is somewhat inconsistent with the linear ratio of the primary and final energies
in Fig. 4., or reflects the assumption of advancing technological growth in the electric power
industry with the fixation of all other energy conversion technologies. In Fig. 6 you can see that
the ratio of electric power produced to the demand for primary energy does not exceed roughly
20% in all scenarios, except the SD. The SD scenario first shows the growth of electric power
production while stabilizing the demand for primary energy. This fact is not sufficiently explained
in the text of the survey. The assumption about the exclusive position of the electric power
industry is also confirmed by the CO2 emission levels growth diagram. For instance, the increase
in demand for primary energy in Fig. 7 is characterized by a corresponding increase in emissions
(linear link), which indicates the fixation of the technology level. The ratio changes only in the
450‐SD scenarios. However, these changes are very sharp and explosive, which raises questions
about the technological underpinning of these scenarios and their feasibility.
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Figure 6. IEA forecasts of global electric power
production as a function of the demand for primary
energy as of 2014–2017.

Figure 7. IEA forecasts of global CO2 emission level as of
2014–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

In conclusion, let us have a look at the forecast of balances in different IEA scenarios. The
balances are shown in Fig. 8, 9 along with the fact, which is taken according to the IEA data as of
2015.
Figure 8. IEA forecasts of global balance of primary energy
sources in 2030 as of 2014–2017.

Figure 9. IEA forecasts of global balance of primary energy
sources in 2040 as of 2014–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

Source: FIEF based on the IEA data (WEO 2014–2017)

First, let us note an interesting fact that the radicalization of the SD scenario in comparison
with the 450 scenario is made not through an additional RES growth, but through a noticeable
increase in the share of gas and oil compared to the forecasts of 450 scenario. Recalling the
prominent progress in the electric power industry, compared with the situation in other
industries, we can assume the growing role of gas generation in the SD scenario. NPS and CPS
characterize different degrees of the same process – the gradual replacement of coal by RES. In
the 450‐SD scenarios, the nuclear industry also takes grounds. The said facts also characterize the
450‐SD as a scenario based on the forecast of technological development. While the NPS and CPS
are inertial, mostly reflecting the degree of implementation of regulatory measures aimed at
improving energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gases emissions.
Therefore, the 450‐SD scenarios of a sharp "energy transition" look insufficiently
substantiated from both an economic and technological points of view. They are more like just a
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direction of such development of energy sector, where environmental risks are minimized, which
means they can be observed as a desirable future, a certain targeted vision, but not full‐fledged
forecast scenarios.

Forecasts of the US Energy Information Administration (EIA)
The Energy Information Administration of the United States cites the main volume of data
only in one scenario, although it considers three scenarios for the development of global energy
industry: reference (Ref), high economic growth (High), low economic growth (Low), and two
additional scenarios in the analysis of liquid hydrocarbon markets: High Oil Prices and Low Oil
Prices ones. In terms of economic growth, additional scenarios correspond to the High and Low
scenarios, respectively. The corresponding GDP growth indices are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Global GDP growth index forecast in EIA surveys of different years
YEARS
2010
2012
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

IEO 2013
1.00
1.21
1.47
1.76
2.10
2.49
2.90

Ref scenario
IEO 2016
1.00
1.34

GDP/GDP 2010
High scenario
IEO 2013
IEO 2016
1.00
1.00
1.33
1.21
1.50
1.80
1.83
2.17
2.23
2.60
2.70
3.06
3.23
3.63

IEO 2017
1.00
1.49
1.75
2.05
2.37
2.72
3.09

1.77
2.11
2.48
2.89
3.36

IEO 2017
1.00

IEO 2013
1.00

1.49
1.75
2.09
2.46
2.89
3.36

1.20
1.43
1.67
1.93
2.22
2.52

Low scenario
IEO 2016 IEO 2017
1.00
1.00
1.34
1.49
1.74
1.74
2.04
2.02
2.35
2.29
2.70
2.58
3.06
2.89

Source: FIEF calculation based on the EIA data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)

It seems that the scenarios of low and high oil prices should be viewed as a sensitivity
analysis, and not as separate scenarios. It should also be noted that when considering scenarios
of primary energy consumption made in 2013, 2016, 2017, it is clear that the variability of
scenarios decreases (Fig. 10). The trend lines in Fig. 10 are drawn according to the forecasts of
reference scenario of different years.
Figure 10. EIA forecasts of global primary energy consumption depending on the global GDP index as of 2013–
2017.

2040
2040
2030
2030

2020
2040
2030

Source: FIEF based on the AEI data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)
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To allow for orientation among the forecast years, Fig. 10 provides the direction lines the
forecast points along which refer to the same year (different color lines refer to different
scenarios). For 2020, the corresponding curve is given only for the reference scenario, the curves
for other scenarios are very much resembling it. We can notice a few interesting facts looking at
the figure. First, the variability of forecasts declines sharply, and by 2017, all scenarios fall almost
to one curve, the difference in forecasts actually corresponds to the sensitivity analysis and is
determined by the degree of GDP growth while maintaining the same economic structure of the
energy industry. Secondly, the GDP growth forecast varies greatly from year to year, which is
reflected in highly curved diagram lines characterizing the forecasts for the same year. Thirdly,
we can see a clear trend to reduce primary energy consumption, in the reference scenario it is by
10% in the 2017 forecast compared to the 2013 forecast. This fact reflects the constantly
increasing role of energy efficiency, which, however, depends more on how broadly the existing
energy efficiency methods are used rather than on whether any methods based on new principles
appear.
The fact that the EIA did not provide scenarios including any turning points in the energy
sector's structure is evident from the electric power production schedules in the reference
scenario (Fig. 11).
Figure 11. EIA forecasts of global electric power production depending on the global primary energy
consumption as of 2013–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the AEI data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)

Electric power production grows almost along a straight line, which indicates the generally
fixed role of electric power in the economy. While maintaining a mostly linear increase in the
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electric power production productivity, the efficiency level itself has a steady upward trend,
especially in the case of the 2017 forecasts (Fig. 12).
Figure 12. EIA forecasts of global electric power production depending on the global consumption of crude
energy spent on electric power production as of 2013–2017.,

Source: FIEF based on the AEI data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)

The shown trends once again indicate that the main factor of energy development is
essentially recognized as a gradual increase in energy efficiency, rather than technological
innovations of a breakthrough nature.
It should be noted as well that the EIA does not predict a reduction in CO2 emissions (Fig.
13). Nevertheless, in the 2017 forecast the growth in emissions decreased significantly – down to
about the level of the IEA's NPS. Previously, with respect to CO2 emissions, the reference scenario
much more resembled the IEA's CPS.
Regarding the energy balance, the picture is quite stable (Fig. 14). In 2013 the EIA provided
no information on RES, which causes a certain difficulty. However, we can make a preliminary
conclusion that, taking into account the use of primary energy sources, the development of global
energy is realized through slow transition from solid and liquid energy sources. Gas, on the other
hand, is stable and even strengthens positions to some extent.
In general, the presented EIA scenarios, if we consider them from the world as a whole
viewpoint, can be interpreted as options of the same scenario of a rather slow and gradual
evolution based on the RES development and energy efficiency improvement.
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Figure 13. EIA forecasts of global СО2 emission level in the reference scenario as of 2013–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the AEI data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)

Figure 14. IEA forecasts of global balance of primary energy sources in the reference scenario as of 2013–2017.

Source: FIEF based on the AEI data (IEO 2013, 2016, 2017)

ExxonMobil Forecasts
ExxonMobil provides for public access much less information than the IEA and EIA. Earlier,
the forecast data were specified only for 2025 and 2040, the 2018 survey first published data for
every five years' term in the period from 2010 to 2040. However, ExxonMobil data is still less
diverse than that of the IEA and the EIA. Only one development scenario is shown by default, as
well. This scenario proves to be quite stable in relation to the different forecasting years. Fig. 15,
16 show the demand for primary energy, depending on the GDP growth index and the primary
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and final energy demand ratio. We can observe a fairly pronounced trend for primary energy
demand stabilization. Along with that, the relationship between the demand for final and primary
energy has a clearly linear character (Fig. 16), which indicates that the current technological
structure of the industry is maintained.
Figure 15. ExxonMobil forecasts of global demand for
primary energy as a function of the global GDP growth
index as of 2014–2018.

Figure 16. ExxonMobil forecasts of global demand for final
energy as a function of the global demand for primary
energy as of 2014–2018.

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE2 2014–2018)

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

Nevertheless, the role of electric power is growing (Fig. 17), and the efficiency of its
production grows (Fig. 18) in a linear way (2018 survey demonstrates growth even exceeding the
linear one by the end of the forecast period) as well. Let us note that in the surveys until 2018,
electric power production growth was virtually independent of the forecast year, and the electric
power production efficiency was increasing. The 2018 survey showed radical changes both in the
trend for electric power production and for its efficiency. The underlying assumptions for these
changes are not disclosed in sufficient detail. It also remains unclear why ExxonMobil forecasts
include a trend for decrease in development speed after 2025, namely, the GDP index grows to
about 2.3, which is far below the average IEA forecast of about 2.8, and the EIA reference scenario
with a value exceeding 3. From this point of view, the ExxonMobil scenario can be characterized
as stagnant.

2

Figure 17. ExxonMobil forecasts of global electric power
production as of 2014–2018.

Figure 18. ExxonMobil forecasts of global electric power
production efficiency as of 2014–2018.

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

OfE – Outlook for Energy
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At the same time, the ExxonMobil scenario demonstrates a significant drop in CO2 emissions
growth rate with a trend to stabilize the level (Fig. 19).
Figure 19. ExxonMobil forecasts of global CO2 emission level as of 2014–2018.

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

On the one hand, we can see the influence of technological changes, at least in the CO2
emissions‐related issue. It is interesting that the 2025 forecasts of different years differ to a great
extent. The relevant technologies process degree is likely to have been estimated with a strong
trend to succeed at an earlier stage. On the other hand, the stabilization of emissions can also be
attributed to the slowdown in economic growth inherent in the Exxon Mobil projections.
Still, the Exxon Mobil forecast can be classified as a survey from technologies development
viewpoint. We can observe significant development (based on the data available) regarding the
electric power industry and environmental imperatives (greenhouse effect reduction). However,
in this case, the relevant developments should have influenced other energy sectors as well as for
example, to change the nature of the dependence between primary and final energy to a non‐
linear one, to support economic growth, etc. So, the necessity to describe the assumptions made
in the forecast, especially in terms of technology, in more detail and accurately comes out. The
surveys leave this issue almost uncovered.
With regard to the energy balance evolution (Fig. 20, 21), the ratio of energy sources for
2025 is not much different from today's value. The main trends become evident by 2040.
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Figure 20. ExxonMobil forecasts of global balance of
demand for primary energy sources in 2025 as of 2014–
2018.

Figure 21. ExxonMobil forecasts of global balance of
demand for primary energy sources in 2040 as of 2014–
2018.

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

Source: FIEF based on ExxonMobil data (OfE 2014–2018)

According to Exxon Mobil, the energy industry development is characterized by a rather
strong increase in the share of gas and nuclear power while maintaining (even with a slight
increase in the 2017 survey) the share of oil, coal stagnation and slow evolution of renewable
energy. However, the 2018 survey shows a sharp increase (by almost 1.5 percentage points) in
the RES share by 2040. Therefore, the electric power industry development, which is likely to be
used in industry and household sectors, is characterized by an increase in gas generation
(provided that the gas combustion processes environmental friendliness level increases),
renewable energy sources improvement and nuclear energy development, while transport
continues operating primarily on fossil fuel, but the level of environmental friendliness is
enhanced by advancement in some CO2 capture and storage technologies.

OPEC, BP and MIT forecasts
For a number of forecasts that focus on specific energy sources or a regional cross‐section,
the data characterizing the development of the world as a whole are incomplete. Nevertheless, it
is useful to look how at least some indicators of such forecasts evolve in different years.
OPEC provides primary energy consumption forecasts and 2020 and 2040 balances. The Fig.
22–24 below show the said forecasts made in different years.
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Figure 22. OPEC forecasts of global demand for primary energy as a function of the global GDP growth index as
of 2015–2017.

Source: FIEF based on OPEC data (WOO 2015–2017)

Figure 23. OPEC forecasts of global balance of demand
for primary energy sources in 2020 as of 2015–2017.

Figure 24. OPEC forecasts of global balance of demand for
primary energy sources in 2040 as of 2015–2017.

Source: FIEF based on OPEC data (WOO 2015–2017)

Source: FIEF based on OPEC data (WOO 2015–2017)

A characteristic feature is a stable forecast for primary energy with a trend of the overall
consumption level decrease. The balance demonstrates that the change is stable and gradual,
roughly corresponding to the evolution in the IEA's NPS. Let us note that the corresponding oil
share in the surveys of different years is gradually increasing, and the gas share is falling.
In 2018, BP announced six scenarios for the global energy industry development:


Evolving Transition (ET),



Internal Combustion Engine Ban (ICE ban),



Less Gas Switching (LGS),



Renewables push (RE push),



Faster Transition (FT),



Even Faster Transition (EFT).
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The reference scenario for which a quite large amount of data is provided is ET. Other
scenarios are aimed at demonstrating deviations from the reference scenario for specific energy
sources. For example, the ICE ban scenario describes the deviation from ET in terms of liquid
hydrocarbons consumption in the event ICEs are prohibited for use. Therefore, data on
alternative scenarios is very fragmentary, the underlying assumptions are described only
schematically, which does not allow us to consider these scenarios in this analysis as full‐fledged
development options. The ET scenario corresponds to the BP projections of previous years (Fig.
25). For other scenarios, data on crude energy consumption are given only for 2040 (Fig. 25).
Given the available scarce data on alternative scenarios, we can do nothing but assume that only
ET and EFT scenarios will reflect environmental preferences and outline another energy
development path. Nevertheless, in general, it seems that BP forecasts can also be characterized
as a deployment of one scenario, which is quite stable depending on the crude energy
consumption forecast year (Fig. 25).
Figure 25. BP forecasts of global primary energy
consumption as a function of the global GDP growth index
as of 2015–2018.

Figure 26. BP forecasts of level of global CO2 emissions
generated by energy sources as of 2015–2018.

Source: FIEF based on the BP data (EO 2015–2018)

Source: FIEF based on BP data (EO 2015–2018)

It is surprising that the 2018 survey by BP provides data for all the considered scenarios
throughout the forecast period only for CO2 emissions. Fig. 26 provides full data only for the ET
scenario, other scenarios are marked only by 2040 forecasts, since the alternative scenarios have
data on primary energy consumption only for this year. A sharp drop in emissions in the ET and
EFT scenarios, similar to the one of IEA environmental scenarios, is clearly noticeable. The
reasons and mechanisms for such a decrease in the BP survey are not explained in detail. It should
also be noted that, with respect to the level of CO2 emissions in the 2017 forecast, some change in
trend has been outlined (this change maintained in the 2018 forecast). The 2010 emission level
was reassessed and, accordingly, the total emission level by 2025 increased, but after 2025 this
level reduced significantly compared to previous forecasts. If the forecast is consistent, this could
mean that in 2020–2025 we can see some breakthrough in environmental aspects of energy use.
However, the 2017 forecasts do not reflect this in balances (Fig. 27, 28). For 2025 (Fig. 27), the
balances of all forecast years are approximately the same (note that in 2018 data on alternative
scenarios are available only for 2040). And for 2035, the 2015–2017 forecasts also show
approximately the same balance. However, the new 2018 survey demonstrates an increase in the
share of renewable energy sources and a decrease in the share of coal, but there is neither
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noticeable increase in the share of gas that can be expected with generally maintaining the
hydrocarbon economics, nor a reduction in emissions.
Fig. 28 provides the balances for the three distinctive alternative scenarios for 2040. Note
that the LGS scenario actually shows a deviation from the reference ET scenario due to
maintaining coal's attractiveness, but there is no full picture of the underlying assumptions for
this development. This does not allow to consider this scenario as an alternative vision of the
future. Re push and EFT scenarios demonstrate a multiple increase in the share of renewable
energy in comparison with ET, which makes these scenarios somewhat similar to the IEA's ones,
since no specific economic mechanisms causing this increase are described there. Thus, these
scenarios are more wish‐like.
Figure 27. BP forecasts of global balance of primary energy
sources consumption in 2025 as of 2015–2018.

Figure 28. BP forecasts of global balance of primary energy
sources consumption in 2035/2040 as of 2015–2018.

Source: FIEF based on BP data (EO 2015–2018)

Source: FIEF based on BP data (EO 2015–2018)

The available scenario by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) varies with years
in an unstable way. Most likely, its underlying prerequisites change significantly. The general
trend is decrease in primary energy consumption forecast (Fig. 29), increase in environmental
friendliness and electricity production (Fig. 30), decrease in coal share and increase in RES share
(Fig. 31, 32).
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Figure 29. MIT forecasts of global primary energy
consumption as a function of the global GDP growth index as
of 2014–2015.

Figure 30. MIT forecasts of global electric power
production as of 2014–2015.

Source: FIEF based on the MIT data (JP-O3 2014–2015)

Source: FIEF based on the MIT data (JP-O 2014–2015)

MIT Joint Program Outlook
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Figure 31. MIT forecasts of global balance of primary energy
sources consumption in 2030 as of 2014–2015.

Figure 32. MIT forecasts of global balance of primary
energy sources consumption in 2040 as of 2014–2015.

Source: FIEF based on the MIT data (JP-O 2014–2015)

Source: FIEF based on the MIT data (JP-O 2014–2015)

A typical change in the two‐years' forecasts is a decrease in the role of coal and an increase
in the role of RES. Following the same logic, the emission level forecast was reconsidered leading
to its significant decrease (Fig. 33).
Figure 33. MIT forecasts of global CO2 emission level as of 2014–2015.

Source: FIEF based on the MIT data (JP-O 2014–2015)

The reasons for this rather sharp change in the forecast are unclear. MIT is probably
developing several scenarios, publishing only one of them which seems more expectable at the
moment.
Thus, the data published by the organizations reviewed above do not allow us to conclude
whether they consider scenario fields or just one separate and most expectable scenario.
However, the given fragmentary data can be used to form a common scenario field, and data
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incompleteness can to some extent compensate the plurality of information sources for
constructing a fragment of global scenario field.

Constructing a combined scenario field using publicly available materials of
surveys conducted by major energy agencies and companies
In this section, we will consecutively show you combined diagrams with a number of global
energy industry development parameters, taken from various most recent available surveys. It
should be noted that, as a rule, different surveys give different indicators with varying detailing
level. In addition, we will not present the alternative survey scenarios where data is presented
too fragmentarily, for example, given only for some indicators and only for the final year of the
forecast period, since such data do not provide the necessary characteristics of the scenario field.
This lack of data is perceived and, to some extent, determines the choice of a system of indicators,
which in this case is not complete. Nevertheless, based on the observations made, it is already
possible to talk about certain conclusions that can always be adjusted when access to additional
data becomes available. Let us first show the data on primary energy consumption (PEC), given
in the surveys considered above (Figure 34).
Figure 34. Global scenario field of global primary energy consumption as a function of the global GDP growth
index created based on 2016–2018 forecasts.

Source: FIEF according to the data by IEA, AEI, BP, MIT, ERI, ExxonMobil, Statoil, OPEC, etc.

You can note at once a certain discrepancy of the data this time concerning factual indicators.
It is related to differences in accounting systems applied in different organizations, as well as
different requirements to the data accuracy. Nevertheless, we can immediately conclude that the
IEA scenarios 450 and SD are the ones that radically change the structure of energy industry due
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to technological changes. Other scenarios, in general, form a cloud of points with an
approximately linear, but slightly decelerating, increase in the PEC level compared to GDP growth.
To assess the internal structure of the resulting picture in more detail, let us adjust all
forecasts to common actual data for 2010 and 2015 based on the values published by IEA. Then
we get the picture shown in Fig. 35.
Note that there is quite a strong dispersion in assessing the global economic growth in 2010‐
2040, nevertheless, this does not prevent us from distinguishing a number of development trends.
In Fig. 35, the main trends are shown by solid lines, the secondary ones – by dotted lines.
First, let us give a brief description to the various trends that with a certain degree of
conditionality can be identified in the presented figure. When demonstrating other global energy
industry development indicators, the description of these trends will be clarified. We can identify
three groups of trends. As we have already mentioned above, the IEA "environmental" scenarios
stand apart (let us add that similar alternative scenarios by BP would probably have been
included in this group if relevant data were provided for them). Moreover, in 2017, the 450
scenario (dotted gray line) was replaced by the SD scenario (green solid line), which turned out
to be even more radical than 450. In this new scenario, PEC becomes practically constant in the
long run, which contradicts with the character of global energy industry development in relation
to economic development that we have know by now. The 450 scenario can be reviewed as the
SD scenario's fork. If we do not consider these scenarios as mere wish‐like ones, then it is
necessary to provide more precise specification of the prerequisites for the identified behavior
characteristics, namely, first of all, a set of relevant technologies and regulatory measures.
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Figure 35. Adjusted global scenario field of global primary energy consumption as a function of the global GDP
growth index created based on 2016–2018 forecasts.

Source: FIEF according to the data by IEA, AEI, BP, MIT, ERI, ExxonMobil, Statoil, OPEC, etc. as of 2016–2018

The rest of the scenario field also has some structure, which includes the remaining two
scenario groups. The most energy‐consuming development – a fairly intensive PEC growth with
a slower GDP growth rate – is demonstrated by the Japanese Institute of Energy Economics
(purple solid line above). This line can be called a stagnation development trend. That is, the
global economic growth is slow and in addition primary energy is used inefficiently. Exxon and
Statoil oil companies represent scenarios of possible forks (blue dotted lines) from this
development path, implying an increase in primary energy consumption efficiency. Such
stagnation development is again most likely contradicting with the existing trends. Relevant
surveys provide no explanations concerning the reasons for such stagnation scenarios, which
makes us think that in their surveys the said oil companies really reflect only the coming 10–12
years' prospect, and the Japanese Institute of Energy Economics focuses on the type of
development specific for Japan.
The second group of trends is represented by the IEA's CPS (red solid line), IEA's NPS (blue
solid line), OPEC (solid orange line) scenarios. They are characterized by a rather strong GDP
growth and a corresponding increase in PEC. This is the path of inertial development of global
energy. The IEA's NPS and CPS differ mostly in regulatory factors, which will also be seen from
the continuation of this study. Finally, the OPEC trend also covers the AEI scenarios (except for
the end of the forecast period in the IEO 2017 High scenario). Let us note that OPEC stands out
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from other forecasters in terms of global GDP growth rates (it remains unclear on what basis such
high GDP growth rates can be achieved), but nevertheless, the general trend of the PEC growth
rate decrease is visible. We will also add that Fig. 35 clearly shows that AEI scenarios with high
accuracy represent a single development scenario with some options of GDP growth rates, in
addition, these scenarios have a trend to maintain a linear relationship between PEC and GDP.
Unfortunately, not all surveys provide data on energy power production, which can be
considered as an indicator of technological development. Moreover, even if such data is included
in surveys, it is shown not for all of the considered scenarios. Fig. 36 shows an accessible set of
such data. The color scale corresponds to the trends in Fig. 35.
The scenarios from the inertial development group are represented to the fullest extent. The
IEA (CPS, NPS) and ERI (Energy Research Institute Russian Academy of Sciences) scenarios show
the same trend (blue solid line), which means that, for example, the difference in the respective
IEA scenarios is most likely due to regulatory constraints provoking a gradual increase in energy
efficiency, which creates a difference in PEC, but the electric power production is roughly similar.
The EIA's trend is represented only by the reference scenario data (orange solid line). This is a
development trend with a low electric power production level, we can assume the OPEC scenario
would show the same electric power production level, if these data were given in the relevant
survey.
Stagnation scenarios are represented by the ExxonMobil scenario (blue dotted line). This
scenario demonstrates the lowest level of electric power production in the period until 2025. That
is, the slowdown in the PEC growth rate after 2025, as demonstrated above for this scenario, is
related, on the one hand, to an improvement in the structure of the energy consumed, and on the
other hand, to a slowdown in economic development. This situation looks contradictory.
The IEA's environmental scenarios, which at the same time reflect the technological
development intensification process, demonstrate a significant increase in the share of electricity
production with growth rates so high that they disrupt the trend‐building machinery (Fig. 36),
which this may indicate a certain discrepancy between this growth and real opportunities.
However, the final level of this production is roughly similar to other scenarios. This largely
contradicts the essence of the 450 and SD scenarios, which are based on the RES role
strengthening, i.e. on increased electrification, and reduction of CO2 emissions.
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Figure 36. Global scenario field of global energy power production as a function of global primary energy
consumption created based on 2016–2018 forecasts.

Source: FIEF based on data by IEA, AEI, MIT, ERI, ExxonMobil

A general picture of CO2 emission level reduction is shown in Fig. 37. MIT scenario, which
predicts a significantly higher level of emissions, is what strikes you first. However, this level can
be related to the emissions accounting procedure in MIT scenarios, the survey does not provide
detailed information on this issue. The IEA's environmental scenarios predict a very sharp drop
in emission level, which even generates an artificial upsurge (the green line in Fig. 37) in using a
standard trend‐building tool. In this situation, it is necessary either to answer the question "what
can actually cause such a decline during such a period", or declare that these scenarios only
express the aspiration of the world to clean energy and don not have any practical justification.
Other scenarios, in fact, predict an increase in emission level, despite general environmental
concerns.
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Figure 37. Global scenario field of global СО2 emission level reduction as a function of global primary energy
consumption created based on 2016–2018 forecasts.

Source: FIEF based on data by IEA, AEI, BP, MIT, OPEC, ExxonMobil

The ExxonMobil and BP scenarios, which forecast a stabilization in the emission level, are
interesting, but to a great extent in the first one it is likely due to the overall economic stagnation
and in the second one it is likely due to the technological development (let us note that than in the
BP scenarios earlier than 2018 there were no the effect of emissions stabilization).
The comparison of fuel and energy balances can also provide information on the expected
degree of various energy carriers' development, and hence on the nature of the technologies used.
Fig. 38 shows the energy balance forecasts for 2025. Let us note that in comparison with the
2015 MIT forecast in a number of 2017 forecasts the roles of coal and oil are reduced, and the role
of renewable energy is increased. Overall, by 2025 the balance structure changes smoothly, the
IEA SD environmental scenario and the IEEJ Advanced scenario begin to stand out. BP
environmental scenarios, which appeared in the relevant 2018 survey, would likewise behave in
a similar way, but, unfortunately, the balance data were presented by BP only for 2040, which will
be shown further.
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Figure 38. Forecasts of global balance of primary energy sources consumption in 2025 from the most recent
available surveys of various organizations

Source: FIEF according to the data by IEA, AEI, BP, MIT, ERI, ExxonMobil, Statoil, OPEC, etc.

By 2040, the general nature of trends becomes more prominent (Fig. 39).
Figure 39. Forecasts of global balance of primary energy sources consumption in 2040 from the most recent
available surveys of various organizations

Source: FIEF according to the data by IEA, AEI, BP, MIT, ERI, ExxonMobil, Statoil, OPEC, etc.

Fig. 39 shows three environmental scenarios: IEA SD 2017 scenario and two BP scenarios:
EO 2018 Re push and EO 2018 EFT. In 2018, BP presented environmental scenarios for the first
time. The rest of the scenario group, as a whole, demonstrates a fairly smooth energy balance
evolution by the end of the forecast period, which is determined by coal and RES ratio, that is, coal
as an old energy carrier is substituted by RES. Oil share is declining but in general maintains its
positions, gas, on the contrary, tends to increase its share, but not too much. Nuclear power
industry, although developing, maintains a relatively small share in the energy balance. A certain
exception in terms of conservatism is the MIT scenario, which was implemented in 2015. Its
comparison with other non‐environmental scenarios demonstrates the evolution of views on the
development and benefits of renewable energy.
Against this background, environmental scenarios look like a relatively sharp change in the
overall technological trend and accelerated development of both RES and nuclear power industry,
a slight increase in gas share to a decrease in oil and coal shares. Again, the driving forces of the
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identified sharp changes are not described with sufficient completeness, but rather fixed as a
wish.
Thus, the resulting scenario field indicates the following facts. Vast majority of scenarios is
based on inertial development, although in this field one can try to distinguish certain differences.
For a clearer understanding, there is not enough data provided by the authors of the global energy
development surveys. A fundamentally different development path is indicated in the
environmental scenarios by the IEA and BP, but the possibility of development along this path is
not sufficiently substantiated. As a result, the IEA's SD scenario and the two BP scenarios are more
like wishes or targets than scenario projections.

Key conclusions
1.

Modern forecasts and scenarios of global energy development published by various
organizations in most cases do not imply the possibility of relatively rapid changes.
The logic of the scenarios remains inertial, proceeding from the current situation, and
not from what might happen in future. Most of the alternative scenarios (if any)
represent some deviations from the basic line, often fixed not in the scenario as a whole,
but only in some parts of it. If one publishes a scenario that significantly changes the
structure of the energy industry (such as the environmental scenarios by the IEA and
BP), then it is more a wish‐like scenario, since it does not contain any detailed economic
mechanisms for its implementation.
Therefore, the characteristic features of a modern global energy forecasting scenario
shall apparently include:


extrapolation of current trends in changes of energy characteristics of global
economy and fuel and energy balance structure;



the desire to emphasize in the forecast future those indicators that could positively
influence

the

investment/public

attractiveness

of

the

forecasting

company/organization.
2.

Since the energy future is variable, changes in energy industry can occur quickly enough,
and for both business and government bodies, it becomes critical to have a holistic view
of the future, taking into account both expected and only supposed changes, then the
scenario logic used today must be changed.
In general, the transition from the traditional scenario analysis to the scenario
fields analysis, which includes a whole variety of development options leading from
any starting point to a future scenario ("scenario achievable"), seems to be mature.
However, such a transition will require a qualitative increase in the scale, content and
practical significance of scenario research.

3.

The increase in the research scale implies the need to regularly consider a variety of
future development scenarios, while ensuring a sufficient degree of transparency and
adequacy of each of them. Today, many players on the "scenario market" understand
this and actively build various alternative options for the future. Nevertheless, they do
not provide detailed information on relevant assumptions and sufficient data on
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alternative scenarios in publicly available surveys. In such a situation, it is difficult for
an external analyst to evaluate the economically substantiated difference between an
alternative (if the scenario is not a sensitivity analysis) and an inertial development path.
On the other hand, scenarios that are substantially different from the inertial one,
basically represent a kind of "declaration of intent" but not some practically realistic
way.
In fact, the elements of the approach to building scenario fields can also be observed in
existing scenarios. For example, in 2013, Shell published a set of scenarios based on
some "philosophical" vision of the future. Earlier, the European Commission presented
scenarios of several ways of transition to renewable energy, based on recognition of
global warming and a strong‐willed decision of the governing bodies (although the
economic side of the issue was pushed to the background).
4.

An increase in scenario analysis thoroughness requires a detailed and substantiated
formation of factors and hypotheses regarding the future development, which is
the starting point of each particular research. In particular, it is necessary to take into
account new factors of influence on the energy sector, which, for example, include:


increase in the influence of political preferences on decisions made (provided, as a



strengthening the trend towards energy sources decentralization;



growth of consumer preferences' influence (such as the demand for clean energy,

rule, compliance with an acceptable level of economic profitability);

autonomy of energy supply, emergence of demand for car sharing / autonomous
vehicles that are most likely to use electricity, etc.).
Hypotheses can have both economic and non‐economic nature; consist in the realization
of certain views of political elites, in the emergence of new development drivers, etc. We
proceed from the fact that at present the physical capacities of human communities to
change (by creating new technologies) the environment, moreover quickly enough, have
increased several times. In addition, economic development provides a large set of
financial instruments that can facilitate innovative and commercial activities, as well as
increase the profitability of projects. These two factors interact with each other, in fact
forming a "technology for creating technologies". In this case, non‐economic decisions
play an important role.
That is why it is proposed to use building a set of predictive hypotheses having both
economic and non‐economic character as a basis to build scenario fields.
Such set of predictive hypotheses may be represented by:


creating a new technology, which is premised on the corresponding technical field
development logic;



changing the physical characteristics of the economy on the planet, for example, global
warming, possible overpopulation, discovery of new resources (in a broad sense,
including, for example, LNG), etc.;



forming a stable political will of groups of states, for example, striving for energy
independence, demand for clean energy, emergence of a development driver among
different nations (for example, the development of China and India).
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If a set of such hypotheses is formed, then you can try to build a development scenario
with a high level of feedback, taking into account economic indicators and possible
financial instruments, as well as to test the sensitivity of the scenario, etc. When
changing a set of hypotheses, an alternative future arises. All the sets of hypotheses
taken into account will generate a scenario field similar to that shown in Fig. 1.
5.

Perhaps the most difficult and undeveloped issue is the problem of practical
importance growth of the scenario research results. Sure, even if they start regular
construction of multiple scenario variants carefully selecting the factors and hypotheses
to be evaluated, this alone will not solve the problem. Scenarios mark out the field of
future development, but the real movement in this field is carried out in the course of
decision‐making. Modern scenarios (and even their aggregates) do not envisage any
responsibility for decisions made while taking them into account, based on the energy
policy solution, and this is often emphasized by the authors of the scenarios. The still
unanswered challenge is providing a definite and responsible process of scenario
support for strategic decision‐making in a context of uncertainty.
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